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Follow-the-Leader Guidance, Navigation, and
Control of Surface Vessels: Design and Experiments

Benedetto Piaggio , Vittorio Garofano, Silvia Donnarumma , Angelo Alessandri , Senior Member, IEEE,
Rudy Negenborn , and Michele Martelli

Abstract—A novel follow-the-leader approach for azimuth-
driven vessels is devised and experimentally tested in a model-scale
outdoor scenario. The vessels are equipped with global navigation
satellite and inertial navigation systems. A line-of-sight algorithm
ensures the yaw-check ability of the follower vessel along the
leader’s path, while a speed-regulation allows to track its velocity.
Track generation, guidance, navigation, and control modules are
designed and assembled to be executed on-board in real time. The
results of an outdoor experimental campaign are illustrated to show
the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Index Terms—Azimuth-drive propulsion, escort tugs, follow-the-
leader control, line of sight (LOS), track keeping.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOST of the operational life of sailing vessels consists
in tracking a predetermined path in restricted and open

waters, according to complex traffic management constraints
and risks [1]. The capability of forming convoys and following a
leading target-vessel within its wake is a valuable feature in both
blue seas and busy/restricted areas, such as inland waterways
and harbors [2]. In this scenario, the two main challenges are to
steer, while keeping off-track tolerances, and to tune the speed
according to the leader. Such objectives need to be reached
with high accuracy and are crucial to safely exploit the viable
inland waterways’ routes and minimize the sailing delays and
accidents [3], [4].
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A big amount of information is required to actually maneuver
a vessel and simultaneously follow a leading ship, thus making it
a challenging task, even for the most expert bridge officer, who is
also responsible to account for a lot of sensor data. In this work,
an approach to the follow-the-leader control for azimuth-driven
surface vessels is presented by relying on flexible 0◦–360◦ thrust
allocation and manoeuvring capabilities. These features turn
out to be ideal for both work vessels, such as azimuth stern
drive tugs, offshore supply vessels (z-drive ducted propellers),
and passenger vessels (ducted or podded propellers), which
all install azimuthing propulsion and control units at the stern
regions [5], [6]. Such ships approach restricted/inland areas and
harbors without the need for external assistance. The class of
azimuth-driven vessels indeed represents the most competitive
solution in handling steering vessels at both low and high-speed,
and thus attracted the prime interest of the authors.

The ability to follow a moving target along its route meets the
most restrictive needs of sailing in crowded and confined waters
where traffic management is crucial for unmanned vehicles,
thus raising a wide interest in the scientific community [7], [8].
The narrower the navigation lane, the greater the demand for
precision in the guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) system.
This dictates the requirement of gathering vessels in assembled
and neat “train” convoys in compliance with the traffic control
rules, i.e., multibody vessel platoons. The effective execution of
such tasks is somehow preliminary toward autonomous inland
waters or restricted waters navigation, which further motivates
the present work.

Sophisticated path-following and tracking controllers for un-
deractuated vehicles [9], and aided-navigation follow-the-leader
control systems spread in the literature for both unmanned
surface vehicles (USVs) [10], [11] and autonomous underwater
vehicles [12]. Crucial aspects concern the robustness of the
closed-loop system against model uncertainties, external dis-
turbances, and input saturation constraints [13], and, in addition
to this, formation control on straight and curvilinear paths [14],
even with multiple vessels [15]. Complex scenarios consider
distributed control for train formation as well [2], [16], [17].
Still recent efforts have been devoted to path following based on
a line-of-sight (LOS) approach [18], [19] and extended Kalman
filters (EKFs) based on a global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) but without speed control [20]. Nevertheless, most
of them are not fully contextualized with real vessel geome-
tries and dynamics, and only a few report public experimen-
tal demonstrations of the findings [10], [21], [22], [23], [24].
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Fig. 1. TN3213 models and ground station.

Experimental benchmarking setups for outdoor navigation sys-
tem based on GNSS and Inertial Navigation System (INS) are
rarely deepened, since moving from simulation to real testing
is a great challenge even with a reliable simulation environ-
ment [25], [26], [27] at disposal for control design [28]. Real
world always overcomes many of the ideal assumptions made
to design the controllers, and precision may be undermined by
odometry complications and unmodeled system nonlinearities.
The degree of sophistication of the approach has to be balanced
with the resulting performances. With the precise scope, a new
experimental test bed and setup have been laid down with the
present work.

The main purpose of the present work is the integration
and the experimental validation of well-known methodologies
developed for automatic navigation of USVs, but in the con-
text of azimuth drives. A follow-the-leader GNC system for
azimuthal stern drive vessels is developed by using a LOS control
algorithm that allows ensuring yaw-check ability, while a simple
supplementary speed-check (+V) feature is adopted to track the
velocity of the target along the path [9]. The yaw-check ability
concerns the promptness and readiness to adjust and control
heading. In these terms, the geometric task to follow a target to-
gether with the dynamic task are based on approaches suggested
in [18], [19], and [29], but real-time integrated. The adopted
motion controller structure is based on [30] and [31] where
both stability analysis and synthesis are addressed through lin-
ear matrix inequalities (LMIs), which allow accomplishing the
control design by solving convex optimization problems. In this
work, a more realistic, linearized dynamic model for azimuthal
drive surface vessels is deduced from the complete nonlinear
modeling framework and experimental testing [5], [32], [33].

The control scheme was validated in two steps, first by us-
ing simulations, and then experimentally in a unique outdoor
scenario with model-scale vessels with successful results [34],
[40]. In that context, a control approach was purposely devised
to suit the tug’s escorting needs: in fact, the operative profile
of the latter concerns long-lasting and routine chases with the
continuous demand of tuning heading and speed to track the
target vessels, until the rare occurrence of an emergency event.
In a realistic scenario, the proposed control system would be
beneficial for the tug leader’s lucidity and alertness and, thus,
risk reduction.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The experimen-
tal setup is described in Section II. The dynamical equation of the
follower vessel is presented in Section III. Section IV shows the

proposed follow-the-leader control architecture, including track
generation and GNC system. Section V illustrates the proposed
experimental setup and manoeuvres carried out to validate the
proposed strategy. Finally, Section VI concludes this article.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Two outdoor model-scale 1:33 tugs were considered for the
test, as shown in Fig. 1 (for details, see [35]). The two models,
named TN3212, are equipped with an inertial measurement
unit (IMU) (magnetometers, accelerometers, and gyroscopes)
and a GNSS receiver antenna. They are controlled in propeller
revolution per minute and azimuth angles through low-level
control loops. The GNC modules are realized by using two
independent decentralized PCs that close the high-level feed-
back loop. A radio communication bridge, based on the Zigbee
protocol, was designed to broadcast and echo the telemetry
information between the two control stations with a wireless
serial communication protocol.

A sketch of the overall setup is shown in Fig. 2. Each vessel
was equipped with two Arduino Mega 2560 boards, based on an
ATmega 8-bit microprocessor (MCU). The hardware architec-
ture was designed to have two separate software layers: one ded-
icated to processing the control input received from the control
station (e.g., the azimuth reference angles and desired propeller
speed), while the other was designed to handle the GNSS/INS
sensor data. In the following, we will refer to the two MCUs as
the main processor (MP) and the navigation processor (NP).

The MP was intended as the local onboard low-level con-
troller. It was equipped with an Xbee asynchronous radio re-
ceiver that enables to acquire the reference angle and revolution
per minute data. In the meantime, it collects the sensor data
from the azimuth motors’ encoder and provides the necessary
amount of power to the engines managing the actuator low-level
control loop. It is also designed as a querier and collector of the
sensed telemetries in a full-duplex communication topology be-
tween vessels and on-shore stations. The internal clock rate was
shaped on the engine shaft revolution frequencies to allow for an
effective control. Engine maximum rates are about 3300 r/min.
The management of the PWM dc-engine powering in revolution
and the helm servo in angle are accomplished through an internal
feedback loop.

The NP is directly connected to a geo-referenced GNSS
receiver (Ublox Neo-7 m), with an update frequency of 1 Hz, and
to an inertial 9-DoF IMU (Adafruit BNO055) with a working
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup.

frequency of 100 Hz. It was devised for gathering the onboard
navigation instrumentation data at 100-Hz sampling frequency,
ready to supply it to the MP at any query, in a leader–follower
communication protocol.

Decentralized control was conceived for the on-shore control
stations through two independent laptops, connected by means
of wireless Xbee asynchronous serial communication to the ves-
sels. At each PC query, the vessel MPs forward the telemetries,
thus allowing for the computation of the control inputs. The tasks
of track generation and guidance were, thus, remotely processed
and overlaid onto the screen in a user interface, while control
actions were sent back to the vessels, in this way closing the
high-level feedback loop. A high-level control loop at a 10-Hz
frequency performs together with the INS refresh, while the
GNSS updates run at a rate of 1 Hz.

A second wireless Xbee asynchronous serial cross-
communication between the two laptops was set to share relative
positioning information, i.e., the bridge communication. The
leadership’s telemetry was online shared to the trailing vessel
using another callback, triggering at each data refresh. In case
of delay in refreshing or communicating new data, the tug
proceeds with previous information and estimates. The two
tugs were conceived completely independent and robust to each
other’s failure, and in the case of emergency, fully recoverable
in real-time manual mode.

III. STATE EQUATION OF THE FOLLOWER VESSEL

The concept framework of the hydrodynamic modeling of
each vessel starts from the 4-DoF extensive manoeuvring mod-
eling and testing campaign of a novel class of azimuth-driven

escort tugs, as shown in [6]. In particular, the complete nonlinear
model of 2.5 m called RM2812 [5] was identified and tuned by
means of experimental and numerical captive model testing [36],
[37], and then validated through a full-scale campaign on a real
32-m length tug [32]. For the present purpose, a 3-DoF linearized
model of the tug dynamics is derived around the straight-ahead
sailing point at a design speed ū with zero drift and zero yaw,
and thus well suited for the specific controller design adopted
in the present experimental campaign. As a result, the dynamic
equation describing the evolution of the vessel is based on the
state variables given by u, v, and r denoting surge speed, sway
speed, and yaw rate in a body-fixed frame, respectively; ū is the
surge speed regarded as linearization point. Reading Newton’s
laws in the vessel-fixed reference, in a similar fashion to [38],
we have

(m−XH
u̇ )u̇ = XH

u u+ 2XAZ
n n+ 2XAZ

u u (1a)

(m− Y Hv̇ )v̇ − Y Hṙ ṙ +m(ūr + xGṙ) = Y Hv v + Y Hr r

+ 2Y AZδ δ + 2Y AZv v + 2Y AZr r (1b)

(Izz −NH
ṙ )ṙ + (mxG −NH

v̇ )v̇ +mxGūr = NH
v v +NH

r r

+ 2xAZY
AZ
δ δ + 2xAZY

AZ
v v + 2xAZY

AZ
r r (1c)

ψ̇ = r (1d)

where all the parameters in (1a)–(1c) refer to the vessel’s
hydrodynamics and Coriolis-centripetal Jacobian terms (see
Appendix A), according to which the subscript denotes the
derivation variable and the apexes H and AZ refer to the hull
and azimuth-drive contributions, respectively; m and Izz are
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the mass and yaw inertia, respectively; xG and xAZ account
for the longitudinal position of the centre of gravity and of the
azimuths, respectively. Second, (1d) is just the kinematic relation
between yaw and yaw rate. In addition, we need to account for
the azimuthal actuators by means of the first-order equations

ṅ =
1

τnAZ
(nset − n) (2a)

δ̇ =
1

τ δAZ
(δset − δ) (2b)

with the additional state variables n (revolution rate) and δ
(azimuth angle) and their corresponding setpoints nset and δset;
τnAZ > 0 and τ δAZ > 0 are time constants.

The azimuthal control action plays actively a longitudinal
force XAZ

n depending on revolutions and a lateral force Y AZδ

together with a yaw moment NAZ
δ as a function of the helm

angle. The passive action instead counts the damping contribu-
tions relative to the propeller loss of thrust with speedXAZ

u , the
lateral force to drift Y AZv , and the resistance to rotation due to
their astern positioning, i.e., NAZ

r .
In the linearized context (small variations of the variables),

propeller revolution and azimuth-angle effects play separated
roles in surge and sway–yaw dynamics, de facto uncou-
pling completely the two dynamics. Moreover, port-side and
starboard-side azimuthal contributions become identical, lead-
ing to a factor 1 or 2 in case they are used individually or
together. Thus, the state and input vectors of the overall system,
including the propeller revolutions and azimuthal angle actua-
tors, are given byxp = x− x0 = [up, v, r, ψ, np, δ]� ∈ R6 and
u = [nset, δset]

� ∈ R2 with state equations from (1) and (2) as
follows, once provided the straight sailing linearization point
x0 = [ū, 0, 0, 0, n̄, 0]� ∈ R6:

ẋp = Axp +Bu (3)

where A ∈ R6×6 having all zero elements except

A1,1 = (XH
u +XAZ

u )/(m−XH
u̇ ) A2,2 = Ȳv A2,3 = Ȳr

A3,2 = N̄v/M̄ṙ A3,3 = N̄r/M̄ṙ

A4,3 = 1

with

N̄v = (Y Hv + 2Y AZv )(NH
v̇ −mxG)/(m− Y Hv̇ )

+NH
v + 2xAZY AZv

M̄ṙ = Izz −NH
ṙ − (Y Hṙ −mxG)(N

H
v̇ −mxG)/(m− Y Hv̇ )

Ȳv = (Y Hv + 2Y AZv )/(m− Y Hv̇ )

+ (Y Hṙ −mxG)/(m− Y Hv̇ )(N̄v/M̄ṙ)

N̄r = (Y Hr + 2Y AZr −mū)(NH
v̇ −mxG)/(m− Y Hv̇ )

+NH
r + 2xAZY AZr −mxGū

Ȳr = (Y Hr + 2Y AZr −mū)/(m− Y Hv̇ )

+ (Y Hṙ −mxG)/(m− Y Hv̇ )(N̄r/M̄ṙ)

and parameters of the actuators given by

A1,5 = 2XAZ
n /(m−XH

u̇ ) A2,6 = Ȳδ A3,6 = N̄δ/M̄ṙ

A5,5 = −1/τnAZ A6,6 = −1/τ δAZ

with

N̄δ = 2Y AZδ (xAZ + (NH
v̇ −mxG)/(m− Y Hv̇ ))

Ȳδ = 2((Y Hṙ −mxG)/(m− Y Hv̇ )N̄δ/M̄ṙ

+ Y AZδ /(m− Y Hv̇ )) .

The matrix B ∈ R6×2 has all zero elements except

B5,1 = 1/τnAZ B6,2 = 1/τ δAZ .

From now on, we refer to (3) as the “dynamics of the follower.”

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The controller framework is based on the cooperation of both
guidance and motion control systems. Indeed, the proposed
approach relies on the closed-loop controllers based on two
levels: 1) the guidance system that receives input from the
leader and generates setpoints to the lower level, and 2) the
motion control that closes the loop on the follower. In detail, the
workflow diagram, sketched in Fig. 3, represents the proposed
follow-the-leader GNC system. From top to bottom, the signal
flows and blocks are described as follows:

1) leader module—broadcasts of GPS position to the ground
station;

2) track generation and guidance module—green box, which
collects, records, elaborates leader’s trajectory, processes
the relative position errors, and translates them into head-
ing and speed setpoints;

3) navigation and control module—red box, which provides
an estimate of the state variables (using a Kalman filter)
and includes heading and speed pilots that turn the heading
and speed errors into the lever positions (azimuth angle
and shaft-line revolution) of the actuators;

4) follower module actuates the control setpoints internally
and feeds back the actual state, thanks to sensors.

The main idea is to maintain two independent controllers
for autopilot and speed controller, namely, a sort of integrated
“LOS+V” approach. The first one accounts for (1c), while the
second deals with (1a). These two systems operate in a parallel
mode without affecting each other performances. The proposed
approach is well suited for both analysis and synthesis based on
linear-coupled equations. In particular, the entire state matrix
was considered in the process, which, therefore, also includes
(1b) relating the two controllers. A simplified model is adopted
to take into account for dynamics that could affect the con-
troller performances, without overcomplicating the controller
structure.

Fig. 4 sketches the details of the problem geometry, according
to the relative positioning of leader and follower denoted with
x� := [x�, y�] andxf := [xf , yf ], respectively.π�(t) represents
the filtered positions of the leader’s position. A complementary
LOS+V algorithm is used to supply suitable heading and speed
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Fig. 3. Follow-the-leader control architecture.

Fig. 4. Geometrical overview of the algorithm LOS+V, where ψl, r�, ul, vl, and Vl denote the heading, yaw rate, surge velocity, sway velocity, and speed of the
leader, respectively. The f subscript denotes the follower one. The latter control action is based onto the setting of the azimuth angle δ and propeller revolutions n.

setpoints [18], [19], whose aim is to ensure a precise tracking of
the desired path taken just equal toπ�(t), which will be obtained
by filtering the GPS measurements by a Savitzky–Golay filter.

A. Kalman Filtering

The follower’s position xf can be assessed by integrating
the rotated vessel-fixed velocities w.r.t. the Earth-fixed refer-
ence, which are north-east aligned. As a consequence, the time
derivatives of the position are given by

ẋf = (ū+ up) cosψ − v sinψ (4a)

ẏf = (ū+ up) sinψ + v cosψ (4b)

which augment the dynamics of the follower. Thus, an EKF can
be designed by combining (3) and (4) linearized around the last

estimated state and by using the available measurements given
as follows:

1) accelerometer linear velocities, gyro angular velocity, and
magnetometer heading reference (from the vessel-fixed
IMU);

2) follower’s position in Earth-fixed coordinates (from the
GPS);

3) propeller revolution and azimuth angle (from the low-level
internal control loop).

The EKF turns out to be only a predictor as it provides
a dead-reckoning estimation when the system with the avail-
able measurements is not fully observable. The measurement
equations are adapted online depending on the available mea-
surements at each sampling time, according to the different
sensor rates. In the following, we will denote by π̂f (t) the
estimate of the follower position at time t ≥ 0.

Authorized licensed use limited to: TU Delft Library. Downloaded on November 03,2023 at 07:06:15 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 5. Experimental model tests: leader (orange) and follower (blue).

Fig. 6. Experimental model testing (wide-runs): trajectories.

B. Track Generation

The leader’s trajectory is collected and used to get a smooth
trajectory π�(t) = [x�(t), y�(t)], where x�(t) and y�(t) are the
coordinates in the north-east frame and subscript � refers to
the leader (see Fig. 4), to be fed to the guidance and control
modules. In more detail, a Savitzky–Golay filter was chosen
to process the leader’s raw GPS data, thus making available at
each time t two sets of pairs {[x�(ti), y�(ti)], i = 1, . . . ,m} and
{[ẋ�(ti), ẏ�(ti)], i = 1, . . . ,m} with ti+1 > ti, i = 1, . . . ,m

and t1 = t. In practice, the leader’s trajectory and velocity are
fitted over a moving window of lengthm at each time sample ti
with a low-degree polynomial, distinct in x, y. A third-degree
polynomial in the Savitzky–Golay filter was selected based
on the vessel response readiness to cut higher frequencies
not related to relevant ship motions. The smoothness of the
trajectory to be followed combined with the regularity of its
time derivative is beneficial for path and setpoint generation.

C. LOS+V Algorithm

The guidance algorithm generates the angle/speed setpoints
ψLOS(t) and VLOS(t) for the control system of the follower to
succeed in the pursuit.

Using the current estimate of follower position and filtered tra-
jectory and speed of the leader, the LOS intercept can be found by
drawing the look-ahead circle with a given radius ΔLOS = nL,
where L is the vessel length and n is the number of lengths to
choose. This is obtained by solving the system of equations in
x and y given by

⎧⎨
⎩

min
i=1,...,m

(‖[x�(ti), y�(ti)]− π̂f (ti)‖ −ΔLOS)
2

[ẋ�(ti), ẏ�(ti)] · ([x�(ti), y�(ti)]− π̂f (ti)) > 0

(5)

where the inequality constraint guarantees an advance speed
contribution in the direction of the target displacement along the
path. In the case of two regular intersections, the scalar product
excludes the rear one; in the case of several solutions, the nearest
one to the leader in terms of curvilinear abscissa is selected. This
corresponds to the newest obtained intersection in time. If we
denote the solution of (5) by

ΠLOS(t) = [xLOS(t), yLOS(t)]
�
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Fig. 7. Experimental model testing (wide-runs): controller setpoints and actuation. (a) LOS+V algorithms. (b) Az. control and ref. errors.

it is straightforward to obtain the LOS intercept angle and speed
as follows:

ψLOS(t) := arctan

(
yLOS(t)− ŷf (t)

xLOS(t)− x̂f (t)

)

VLOS(t) := ‖π̇�(xLOS(t), yLOS(t))‖

to be fed to the tracking controllers. The tracking control aims
at performing the follow-the-leader task with an appropriate

steering at a speedVf (t) := (ẋLOS(t)
2 + ẏLOS(t)

2)1/2 as much
as possible close to the intercept speed VLOS(t) and along the
course with the yaw angle ψLOS(t) in such a way as to safely
follow the path traced by the leader vessel.

D. Tracking Controllers

The maritime practice fosters the simplicity and robustness
of control algorithms [39]. PID controllers allow to successfully
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Fig. 8. Experimental model testing (8-runs): trajectories.

deal with most of the mechanical systems, which are often
reducible to second-order dynamics. The control is obtained by
evaluating the actual error of the desired quantity to be controlled
and by devising a suitable control action. Three coefficients are
adopted for the tuning, i.e.„ the proportional kp, integral ki, and
derivative kd parameters. The transfer function to be dealt is

G(s) = kp + ki
1

s
+ kds .

Thus, we consider the speed and heading errors given
by eu(t) := ud(t)− ûp(t) and eψ(t) := ψd(t)− ψ̂(t), where
ûp(t) and ψ̂(t) are the estimates of up(t) and ψ(t), respectively.
In particular, the latter to be fed are equal to VLOS(t) and
ψLOS(t), respectively. Thus, the input setpoints to the local
controller are given by

nset(t) = kup eu(t) + kui

∫ t

0

eu(τ)dτ + kud ėu(t) (6a)

δset(t) = kψp eψ(t) + kψi

∫ t

0

eψ(τ)dτ + kψd ėψ(t) (6b)

where kup , k
u
i , k

u
d and kψp , k

ψ
i , k

ψ
d are the sets of control param-

eters for speed and heading, respectively.
To address the control design in a state-space representation,

let us introduce the two new state variables

εu(t) := εu(0) +

∫ t

0

eu(τ)dτ

and

εψ(t) := εψ(0) +

∫ t

0

eψ(τ)dτ.

Thus, the augmented linear system is described by the set
of the tug’s dynamics (including actuators) (3) and the con-
troller dynamics (6). We define the extended state vector xe :=

[xp, εu, εψ]
� and obtain the state equation

ẋe = Aexe +Beu

where Ae and Be are the augmented system matrices, see
Appendix B.

Using the system description given previously, we set the state
feedback control action u = −Kexe +Ee ud, where the ma-
trices Ke and Ee include PID parameters and ud := [ud, ψd]

�.
Thus, we obtain

ẋe = (Ae −BeKe)xe +BeEe ud .

The controller synthesis has been performed by using the
Lyapunov-based approach reported in [30], to which the inter-
ested reader is referred to. In particular, LMI-based techniques
enable to compute the design parameters by means of convex
optimization algorithms for selecting the closed-loop matrix
Ae −BeKe with the Lyapunov function V (xe) = x�

eQxe,
Q = Q� > 0. Thus, the gain Ke was found by solving LMI
program

min
P ,Y

tr(P )

s.t.
P > 0

PA�
e − Y �B�

e +AeP −BeY < 0
(7)

where P := Q−1, i.e., Ke = Y P−1.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

To assess the performance of the proposed approach, an
experimental campaign is carried out at the ResearchLab on
Autonomous Shipping of the Delft University of Technology,
3mE Lake facility. Two 1:33 TN3212 model-scale azimuthal
stern drive tugs (see Fig. 1) were instrumented for outdoor
remote-controlled navigation (see Fig. 5). The TN3212 manoeu-
vring linear coefficients were deduced and calibrated according
to a customary identification in the first steps of the experimental
activities, based on [5] and [34]. The orange tug was chosen as
the leader upon manual or automatic sailing with varying course
and speed, while the blue tug was the follower (see Fig. 5).

Manual control through a joystick was provided to start nav-
igation and backup in the case of failures to recover the vessels.
The follow-the-leader strategy was switched ON, once the ves-
sels were initialized at speed. The integral part was smoothly
activated to avoid unstable behaviors due to the controller initial
transients. Azimuthals were helmed parallel and tuned syn-
chronously in engine revolutions. We chose a maximum angle of
about 45◦, while max engine revolutions were about 3300 r/min.
Experiments have been conducted with a sailing speed such as
in full-scale correspond to a range of 6–12 kn.

The proposed validation manoeuvring scenario concerns two
different runs. The first one consists of a smooth, wide manoeu-
vring pattern to check the ability of the algorithms in suiting the
smaller manoeuvring assumption; it will be called wide-runs. In-
stead, the second one further pushes the algorithms by engaging
narrower turnings in an eight-shaped pattern, thus called 8-runs.
In both cases, the leader vessel was sailed manually, while the
follower engaged the pursuit.
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Fig. 9. Experimental model testing (8-Runs): controller setpoints and actuation. (a) LOS+V algorithms. (b) Az. control and ref. errors.

The convoy trajectories are depicted in Figs. 6 and 8. The
orange tug is the leader (orange lines and markers), while the
blue one follows (blue lines and markers). Crossed markers refer
to the raw measurements of positions, processed then by the
track generation algorithm, which results in solid smoothing
lines. The squared and diamond markers point the start and
the end of the tests, respectively. The precision in position is
immediately geometrically noticeable by keeping a bounded
cross-track error within 0.3 m on average: the ensemble of
trajectories satisfactorily tightens in a narrowband, especially

keeping in mind the normal GPS limitations at very small
scales. The presented complete test successfully lasted more
than 10 min without human intervention.

The LOS algorithm intercept coordinates (north and east) and
its corresponding heading and speed guidance setpoints are over-
laid with the actual quantities in Figs. 7(a) and 9(a) time series.
Controllers are started as soon as the track generation algorithm
is prefilled and initialized within the first 10 s. Once the target
is engaged, control setpoints and actual quantities almost result
in a time-delayed version of the leader state asymptotically. In
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fact, the follower’s series (blue marks) converge in position
to the LOS target intercept values at algorithm engagement
(red marks), while reacting at the leader’s heading and speed
variations (see actual values—blue marks and overlapping to
setpoints—black marks). This illustrates the algorithm ability
in retracing the leader’s path and speed, always keeping within
its wake.

Figs. 7(b) and 9(b) show the vessel control sequences, i.e.,
helm azimuth angles and propeller revolutions. Error time series
in heading and speed (red, left axis) are compared with the actual
azimuth control actions in angles and revolutions (black, right
axis). This representation is used to emphasize the closed-loop
response of the system. The initial transient phase (5–10 s) in
the activation of controllers is rapidly handled with a satisfactory
convergent response. Then, in detail, the two controllers perform
quite well by tracking the variations of the setpoints. On the
one hand, faster and harsher responses are handled by the
heading-check controller due to the fast response to the action of
azimuthal helming. On the other hand, intentionally softer raise
and descent in speed occur due to the slower dynamics in the
surge speed. As a consequence, both heading and speed errors
quickly approach zero.

The yaw-check and speed-check ability of the LOS+V algo-
rithm ensure a satisfactory tracking performance. When turning,
the speed loss and the heading error steps are handled by the
controllers smoothly. Thus, the manoeuvring nonlinearities do
not undermine the effectiveness of the PID control in the case
of narrow turning, as it results from using the linearized model
and the LMI-based controller synthesis.

VI. CONCLUSION

Design and testing of a follow-the-leader approach have been
investigated in the context of the increasingly growing interest
in the control of autonomous vessels with a potentially massive
impact on the shipping industry. Synchronization among vessels
of the same convoy, real-time exchange of information to exploit
the optimal sailing path in crowded and narrow environments
would indeed open the possibility to optimize the logistic frame-
work by minimizing maneuvering delays with a substantial
return in the future evolution of the maritime transport. On
the one hand, the subject matter deeply pervades many civil
applications, such as, for instance, in restricted waters and inland
navigation, platooning of autonomous vessels and barges along
inland corridors, and especially the deployment of autonomous
escorting routes from blue waters fairways to the final berths.
On the other hand, naval research will be permeated by topics,
such as swarming, platooning, surveying/reconnaissance, and
cooperative formation of unmanned vehicles. In this context,
an original follow-the-leader control scheme for azimuth-drive
surface vessels has been investigated, practically designed, and
experimentally validated in a novel outdoor model-scale cam-
paign. This originally “closes the loop” of an innovative and
proactive framework that fills the gap between theory control
and real-world application.

The experiments satisfactorily demonstrate the effectiveness
and robustness of the proposed approach in all the complications

of an experimental setup, which involve real-world nonscalable
instrumentation precision and accuracy, wireless serial trans-
mission delays, and lost ticks of two contemporary hardware
and software independent vessels, and multimachine clock syn-
chronization issues. The algorithms are simple and easily im-
plementable on digital microprocessors with a wireless XBee
asynchronous serial communication in the high-level feedback
loop at a sampling frequency of about 10 Hz.

Future insights will be carried out by accounting for environ-
mental disturbances within the considered modeling framework
in spite of nonideal testing conditions. In addition, an in-depth
check of the whole process will be investigated by means of
a stability analysis of the closed-loop system. Furthermore, in
order to demonstrate the experienced results, robustness require-
ments in the controller design will be addressed. Moreover, since
increasing the number of the convoy vessels would exponentially
raise the complexity of the communication network topology, a
new communication system will be considered, where every ship
would be able to directly be connected to all the other vessels
of the same platoon as to allow to share their states data in
real time. This demands investigations of new communication
technologies based on Transmission Control Protocol and User
Diagram Protocol, such as the 5G data network.

In conclusion, the small-scale complications given by the
accuracy of the GPS system (which easily could be improved
by means of dGPS techniques) and the adoption of simple and
almost straight-scalable navigation and communication equip-
ments satisfactorily foster promising results for near-future real
full-scale applications, such as those concerning escorting.

APPENDIX A
SYSTEM JACOBIANS

A. Hull Forces

Given the straight sailing design speed ū, the Jacobians of
the hydrodynamic forces are evaluated by the partial derivative
of the forces and moments with respect to velocities (damping
terms) and accelerations (added mass terms) in the vessel refer-
ence as follows:

XH
u = − dRT

du

∣∣∣∣
u=ū

Y Hv =
∂Y

∂v

∣∣∣∣
[u=ū,v=0,r=0]

Y Hr =
∂Y

∂r

∣∣∣∣
[u=ū,v=0,r=0]

NH
v =

∂N

∂v

∣∣∣∣
[u=ū,v=0,r=0]

NH
r =

∂N

∂r

∣∣∣∣
[u=ū,v=0,r=0]

Y Hv̇ =
∂Y

∂v̇

∣∣∣∣
v̇=0

Y Hṙ =
∂Y

∂ṙ

∣∣∣∣
ṙ=0

NH
v̇ =

∂N

∂v̇

∣∣∣∣
v̇=0

NH
ṙ =

∂N

∂ṙ

∣∣∣∣
ṙ=0

whereX , Y , andN the longitudinal force, the lateral force, and
the yaw moment with respect to midship, respectively; RT is
the vessel resistance to surge.
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B. Azimuthal Forces

Given the design revolution setpointn0 of the propeller at zero
azimuth angle, the Jacobians with respect to their variations is
considered, given εe the effective advance angle of propeller,
and δe the effective angle of attack of the azimuth with respect
to the flow at a speed ū

XAZ
u =

∂XAZ

∂εe

∂εe
∂u

∣∣∣∣
[u=ū,n=n0,δ=0]

XAZ
n =

∂XAZ

∂εe

∂εe
∂n

∣∣∣∣
[u=ū,n=n0,δ=0]

Y AZn = 0 Y AZv = aH
∂Y AZ

∂δe

∂δe
∂v

∣∣∣∣
[u=ū,n=n0,δ=0]

Y AZr = aH
∂Y AZ

∂δe

∂δe
∂r

∣∣∣∣
[u=ū,n=n0,δ=0]

Y AZδ = aH
∂Y AZ

∂δe
|[u=ū,n=n0,δ=0]

NAZ
v = (xAZ + aHxaH)Y AZv

NAZ
r = (xAZ + aHxaH)Y AZr

NAZ
δ = (xAZ + aHxaH)Y AZδ

where xAZ is the longitudinal geometrical position of the az-
imuthals with respect to midship; aH and xaH are the am-
plification factors due to the hull-azimuth interaction and its
longitudinal application point, respectively.

APPENDIX B
AUGMENTED LINEAR MODEL

Given the augmented statexe := [u, v, r, ψ, n, δ, εu, εψ]
� and

according to the state feedback control action with setpoint
ud := [ud, ψd]

�

ẋe = Aexe +Beu

u = −Kexe +Ee ud

it is straightforward to verify that

Ae =

⎛
⎝ A 06x2
−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0

02x2

⎞
⎠

and

Be =

(
B
02x2

)
.

In addition, Ke ∈ R2×8 has all zero elements except

Ke1,1 = kup + kudAe1,1 Ke1,5 = kudAe1,5

Ke1,7 = −kui Ke2,2 = −kvp Ke2,3 = +kψd

Ke2,4 = +kψpAe4,3 Ke2,6 = −kδp Ke2,8 = −kψi .

Finally, we have Ee ∈ R8×2 with all zero elements except

Ee5,1 = kup Ee7,1 = 1 Ee6,2 = kψp Ee8,2 = 1 .
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